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Abstract. This paper presents the results for task 2 of ShAre/CLEF 2015 eHealth     

Evaluation Lab. We use BM25 as our base normalization method and Pseudo Relevance 

Feedback to retrieve information regarding patients’ health and find the best results to 

expand the efficiency of information retrieval system. Participants in task 2 are provided 

with a collection of datasets focused on health web pages. We used queries and 

submitted 10 runs in TREC style.  The runs include the top1000 documents returned for 

each query. The objective of task 2 is to evaluate the effectiveness of information 

retrieval system and develop search engines for searching on the web looking for health 

related documents[1]. 
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 1          Introduction:  

The goal of the CLEFeHealth is to develop a way to help and support people for searching 

and understanding their health [1]. 

When searching through the database in molecular biology a search term is submitted, then 

the program will check the query terms and keywords to find information, then information 

retrieval software will classify the entered data with the existing information in the database 

and returns the result. When searching in the databases it is usually hard to find the exact 

term that we are looking for therefore we should modify the query, after the term is found we 

need to develop our search to find relevant documents, we sometimes need to look in to 

different databases and link the contents [2]. Databases retrieve and analyze the information 

in different steps: first they retrieve the sequences by features and annotations or by patterns. 

Then it compares the sequences [3]. 

We use Terrier, which is an open source search engine for collecting, indexing and querying 

the documents, and retrieves the results. This program was developed in Java in the 

University of Glasgow, Computer Science department. Terrier index the queries from the 

dataset in order to index, Terrier Parse the collection of documents then develop the tokens 

and create compacted index structures. Indexing uses Lexical or direct inverting to index. 

Direct Indexing consists of Pseudo-relevance feedback, document clustering, classification 

and similarity. [4] 
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2  Information Retrieval Model 

  

2.1  BM25 

In this research we used BM25 normalization model scaling rang from 0 to 1 in order to get 

the best results possible. In BM25, the weight of each term is assigned by taking in to 

account the query term frequency in the documents. [6] A document’s weight for a query is 

given by the sum of its weight for each term in the query,  

[7] 

 

i=1 where w is the term weight obtained from Equation (1), and |Q| is the length of the query 

Q. [7] 

BM25 developed in okapi system and started to be used in TREC competition. BM25 is used 

as a baseline and is one of the most established probabilistic term weight model, BM stands 

for Best Model, [8] which is why we used this model in our research.  

Terrier provides two different implementation of BM25, one is the standard BM25 

implementation and the second one is BM25-DFR. [8] 

DivergenceFromRandomness (DFR) is also one of the first models of Information Retrievals. 

DFR first selects as basic randomness model, after applying the first normalization tries to 

normalize term frequency. [8] The term weight is contrarily related to the probability of the 

term frequency in the document d obtained by model M of randomness [4] 

[4] 

 

 

In other words the term weights are measured by calculating the divergence between a term 

allocation obtained by a random process and the actual term distribution.  [8] 

 

 

 

sudo bin/trec_setup.sh ../IR/CLEF/data/ 

sudo bin/trec_terrier.sh -i 

sudo bin/trec_terrier.sh -r 

 



 

 

 

 

2.2  Relevance Feedback and Pseudo Relevance Feedback: 

We use relevance feedback to be involved in retrieval process in order to achieve better 

results and give feedback on the relevance of the documents. In this approach we first dispute 

a query then using any information retrieval application (Terrier in our research) to index and 

gain results. When we have the results we can determine the relevant and no relevant 

documents. [9] 

Rocchio algorithm is used for implementing relevance feedback, which was introduced in 

1970 and was industrialized using Vector Space Model. Using this algorithm changes search 

queries in to relevant and non-relevant documents. [10] 

 

 
 

The formula for Rocchio Relevance is calculated as follow: 

 



 

‘a’ is the original query weight, ‘b’ is the weight of the related documents and ‘c’ is the 

weight of the non-related documents. [12] 

 

2.3  Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF): 

Which is also known as blind relevance feedback, is used for automatic local analysis. This 

method is used to do normal retrieval to find initial set of the most relevant documents. This 

method was used to improve the performance in TREC and ad-hoc retrieval tasks. [12] 

Pseudo relevance feedback is used to improve retrieval results; this technique is used to 

obtain results that are originally returned from query to determine if the information is 

relevant or non-relevant. [13] The relevant documents are clustered together.   

 

2.4  Relevance Feedback: 

This theory tried to add the query terms and adjust the weight of each query term of relevant 

and non-relevant documents and rank the lists, in a way the relevant documents get higher 

ranks. The best query is the one that has the most similarity to the relevant document. 

Relevance feedback is used to improve the efficiency of Information Retrieval. [14] 

Relevance feedback created long revised queries and is sometimes expensive to process.  

 

3  Optimal Query feedback: 

This formula tries to maximize the likeness to the relevant documents and minimize the 

likeness to the non-relevant documents and it can be calculated as follow:   

[10] 

 

N is the total number of documents.  

                                                                                              

4  Results: 

This Year Share/CLEF eHealth 2015 built results pools from the submissions. Run2 and run3 

had the highest priority run. The primary measurement used was P@5 and the secondary 

measurement used was normalized cumulative gain at rant 10.  [17] 

 

4.1 Evaluation with standard TREC_eval metric for Run2 and Run3: 

./trec_eval -c -M1000 qrels.clef2015.test.bin.txt runName  

 

YorkU_EN_Run.2.dat 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table Results of Run2 

 

 
                                                                                                                                        

[18] 

 

4.2  Reliability Biased-Evaluation:  

java -jar /tools/ubire.0.1.jar --qrels-file=qrels/qrels.clef2015.test.bin.txt --qread-

file=qrels/qread.clef2015.test.graded.txt --readability --rbp-p=0.8 --ranking-file=runName    

 

YorkU_EN_Run.2.dat 

 

Table Results of Reliability Biased-Evaluation of Run2 

 
                                                                                                                                        

[18] 

This plot compares each of the runs against medium across each has been submitted to CLEF 

for each query topic where: [18] 

 

grey bars:   height(q) = your_p@10(q) - median_p@10(q) 

white bars:  height(q) = best_p@10(q) - median_p@10(q) 

 

 

 

 

YorkU_EN_Run.2.dat 
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